
PUB CRAWL STOCKHOLM SOUTH
INTRO
This cache will take you around at some of the Södermalm's pubs at a distance of about 2.5 km. The 
severity is set by the number of steps (not the ladder or the cache location) and the GPS the 
accuracy is not the best at certain points.
All steps are close to each other, the entire cache should take you about 60-120 minutes (or possibly 
much, much longer if you choose to try the quality of the pint in every step!

It makes it easier and more fun if you are several caches that log this cache to the man, since you 
can cover each other's sometimes strange behavior among the Muggle tight places you will visit.

Pen and paper is a must for you to be able to write all the answers you are looking for along the 
way, a digital camera is also a great help.

The whole thing does not start at the specified coordinates, everything starts at the PUB 1 - Bonde 
gatan 50 [N 59 ° 18,807 E 018 ° 05,035].

BACKGROUND
The basic idea for this cache we found in Dublin, Ireland with the name "Northside Pub Crawl".

There are over 50 restaurants within the duties that would relate to pubkategorin. A dozen of them 
do not meet the four requirements as set forth below. A few more are other reasons not worth going.
Remaining are 36 real pubs - from Vasastan to Södermalm and to Kungsholmen from Östermalm.

Four requirements must be met:
First The beer will be the main thing, not the food.
Second There should be a decent selection of draft beers - bottled beer you can buy the system.
Third There should be a bar.
4th No wardrobe coercion - you should be able to pop in and take a leap beer.

DESCRIPTION
The terrain is-street, and is normally docked to the site so no special clothing is needed. This cache 
would be appropriate and should really only be performed on foot.
Coordinates the waypoint is taken from Eniro, which helps you to get to the right PUB.

Along the way, there are various questions that seek answers to as well as physical caches with 
instructions that will help you to reach the cache.

All answers are on the exterior of the houses, so you do not need to go into any of them to get an 
answer (although most are well worth a visit).

PUB 1 - Bondegatan 50 (START)
Interior description: horror wallpaper, minimal bar and dirty chairs with an audience mix that is 
absolutely right: failed poets, nykära 20-year old, worn-out parents.

Search for: two things to look for, a sign "THIEF ALARM ON ALARM RING 60 34 0 #" and a 
physically hidden tag, see hint first



PUB 2 - Folkungagatan 97
Interior Description: Spacious split-level with large bar and real pub feel. Unpolished squall 
southern audiences, often överförfriskad.

Search for: Oval Plate from gasworks note figure at the bottom of the plate #, 0?

PUB 3 - Folkungagatan 102
Interior description: Elegant Irish pub in mahogany and green. Sober bar, low-key guests. Highly 
polished and pleasant.

Search for: Here are two signs next to each other right on the entrance, an oval and a square, the 
figure stands on the square plate # .0?

PUB 4 - Östgötagatan 35
Interior description: A classic ale house. So mysmurrigt, so kindly insuttet, so ölkunniga guests.

Search for: Signs of the heating cable right of the entrance, the year established firm, the figure for a 
century and decenium.

PUB 5 - Folkungatan 55
Interior description: Big pub with mysbås in green, beige walls, lots of glass and brass. Nice bar, 
mixed crowd (sometimes slightly messy).

Search for: Signs of the heating cable, t.v. on the entrance door, noting Telefonumret on the plate 
08-720 # 5 # 0

PUB 6 - Repslagaregatan 6
Interior description: dining area, stand tables, small pub friendly and nice people, nice room with a 
normal level. Often crowded - certainly.

Search: Sign on the corner "Valve", noting the numbers on the sign D # # 0th

PUB 7 - Hornsgatan 18
Interior Description: Spacious beer hall with plenty of wood, large breakfast bar. Often crowded, 
after work, beer lovers and happy craps.

Search for: Count the number of menu boards on the pillars.

PUB 8 - Horsgatan 50
Interior description: Well insutten hörnpub with long leather sofa, wooden furniture and nice bar. 
Genuine söderbor, relaxed atmosphere, comfortable ingrained environment.

Search for: two things to look for, an oval sign on a small electrical box right on the door, D2: 24 #.
and a physically hidden tag, see hint 8th

PUB 9 - Swedenborgsgatan 6
Interior description: Important watering hole - a small pub with a neighborhood feel, inviting bar 
hanging at the windows. Inrökt nice and friendly insutten of many söderstammisar.

Search for: Two oval plates on a small electrical box right on the door.
Note the last digit of the bottom plate [D7: 11 #].



CACHE
Unfortunately I had to replace the original container, located on the image. On the box set is a 
combination padlock, so that now a days need not need any code, because the lock is gone with the 
box.

After you sign, you are deserving of a meal and a few pints, what would lämligar after this cache to 
occupy it in a pub!

Hope that this cache will be appreciated when it is surely one of the city's north side as well.


